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Abstract 

This paper introduces the methodology for analyzing the knowledge-construction as 

well as mis-construction processes occurring in an online asynchronous discussion 

forum. The use of a case-study approach could potentially advance understanding of 

these processes using Knowledge Construction – Message Map (KCMM) and 

Knowledge Construction – Message Graph (KCMG). The ubiquitous adoption of 

online asynchronous discussion forum in formal education institutes has far outpaced 

the understanding of how this dynamic and collaborative learning tool should best be 

used to promote independent and higher-order learning. This paper, with the use of a 

case study, traced the communication patterns and the knowledge construction as well 

as knowledge mis-construction processes of students, working in groups discussing 

subject-related content. An innovative approach was used to map the messages of 

students‟ postings in order to reveal the extent to which knowledge is constructed or 

mis-constructed. Through the collection of authentic data, this methodology revealed 

the dynamics of the asynchronous discussion forum and educators could easily map 

out and quantified the learning process. This will equip educational practitioners and 

researchers with a useful tool for describing on-line interaction with a more 

systematic approach and adopt a measurement methodology more effectively than 

anecdotally. The research findings also uncovered that learners self-directed learning 

through an asynchronous discussion forum has to be monitored by the facilitator as 

they possessed mis-conceptions that potentially could mis-led other participants.  
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A Case Study Approach to Science Knowledge Construction and Mis-

construction in an Asynchronous Discussion Forum 

 

Introduction 

The increasing pervasive use of CSCL (Computer Support Collaborative Learning) in 

teaching and learning, where human communication takes place via computers, has 

far outpaced our understanding of how this medium should be used to promote 

higher-order learning. The use of asynchronous discussion forum in teaching and 

learning is an example of CSCL popularity. As such, there is a need for analysis tools 

that review the process of knowledge development within these online discussions. 

The purpose of this study is to analyze the patterns of participation and quality of 

students‟ postings in an asynchronous discussion forum, from a lower secondary 

science module delivered through a learning and management system over a period of 

two weeks. 

Background 

The adoption of an asynchronous discussion forum provides opportunities for an in-

depth analysis of students‟ transcripts to understand the development of knowledge 

construction as well as knowledge mis-construction. Asynchronous discussion forum 

is one of the many forms of CSCL where learners communicate with one another via 

an online text-based learning environment, over an extended period of time. Learners 

are supposed to engage with one another in an argumentative discourse to jointly 

analyze a written problem with the help of theoretical concepts for learning to apply 

and argue with these concepts. Learners may compose complex problem analysis and 

post them to a discussion forum where their learning partners will read these 

messages and reply to the contribution with critique, questions, refinements, etc at 
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different times. During this type of discourse, learners collaboratively produce a text 

in order to put forward their point of view. The rationale for analyzing the discourse is 

that in this kind of data, cognitive processes of learning are being represented to a 

certain degree (Weinberger & Fischer, 2006). These students will have more time to 

sort out their thought processes, reflect and search for additional information. This is 

in contrast to synchronous discussion forum where students have less time to search 

for information, to provide extended information and to evaluate the posted 

information thoroughly due to high psychological pressure to respond as fast as 

possible because of time constraint. Thus, Chi (1997) pointed out that there was an 

increasing need in educational research to collect and analyze qualitative data that 

was complex in nature, as opposed to quantitative data. The need for the collection of 

such data pointed to the trend towards studying complex activities in practice or in the 

context in which they occurred. 

De Wever, Schellen, Valcke and Van Keer (2006) presented their findings that 

research in the field of CSCL utilized a wide variety of methodologies. Quantitative 

studies focus on measures, such as frequency of postings, which includes the number 

of threads per forum, the number of postings per thread, or the number of facilitator 

postings per thread. On the contrary, qualitative analysis also known as content 

analysis, has generally been qualitative and delves into issues of critical thinking, 

problem solving and knowledge construction. Content analysis in CSCL possesses 

great potential in the field of educational research but minimal research existed in this 

field due to the massive amount of time required to perform such analysis (Hara, 

Bonk, & Angeli, 2008). Waters and Gasson (2007) presented a model that viewed 

learning as the passive transmission of knowledge from experts to novices, as didactic 

and inadequate. Learning is now viewed by educational reformist, as an active 
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process of social construction, which is situated within the cultural norms of a specific 

community of practice. Fahy (2002) maintained that despite some helpful discoveries, 

overall progress in understanding the processes at work in online interaction had not 

been remarkable. Some educational researchers in proposing changes to research 

methods had noted consistent inefficiencies and inadequacies in the methodologies 

utilized and approaches commonly undertaken in transcript research. 

 

Significance of Study 

This case study will attempt to map the different stages of science knowledge 

construction as well as knowledge mis-construction in asynchronous discussion forum 

as a collaborative knowledge building process, with emphasis on how students 

transact with one another in this dynamic process. The process of solving a task can 

be achieved with the contribution to and using one another‟s perspective (Schrire, 

2005). Learning institutes, whose aim is to design useful learning environments and 

experiences, have to be aware of how learning proceeds in an online community. In 

addition, there is also a need to understand the preparation of students in engaging 

with the unstructured and unbounded problems that they will face in their future 

professional workplace (Hong & Lee, 2008). From this research, educators will be 

able to quantify and measure the efficacy of the educational program designed by the 

teachers in the use of an asynchronous discussion forum. This will imply that students 

will have more opportunities to solve open-ended, unstructured problems that are best 

resolved through joint knowledge building process between their peers. Social 

constructivists approaches to learning drastically change the roles of the students and 

teachers. The students drive the discussion and the teacher serves as the guide by the 

side. Hmelo-Silver (2003a) had the view that with increasing use of online 
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asynchronous discussion forum, educators should assess the quality of interactions 

and learning that took place in this e-learning environment. Documenting and 

understanding collaborative knowledge construction are critical for research in 

asynchronous discussion forum taking place in an e-learning environment. With the 

focus of this research on what happens to student‟s learning and science knowledge 

construction as well as knowledge mis-construction within this different and new 

environment. It is hoped that the results from this research will reveal the dynamics of 

the asynchronous discussion forum and how it may facilitate student‟s cognitive and 

metacognitive development. In addition, educators will be able to create a better 

educational tool to foster more depth and peer responsiveness in their learning. For 

the policy makers, the results will be able to facilitate their promotion of teaching and 

learning approaches that are in line with curriculum intent, as well as designing of 

assessment modes that support the desired learning outcomes of the nation. This case 

study hopes to introduce a method of analyzing qualitative data in an objective and 

quantifiable approach, as well as advancing quality in alternative assessment. As both 

qualitative and quantitative analyses have shortcomings and strengths, some kind of 

methods with the ability to integrate both quantitative and qualitative methodology 

will seem desirable, especially for answering complex questions such as knowledge 

construction.  

 

Literature Review 

The rapid growth of CSCL has shaped current researches on how higher order 

thinking and learning could be promoted through interaction among facilitators, 

learners, and learning content. In an e-learning environment, one of the most common 

types of communication is asynchronous discussion forum. 
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Social Construction of Knowledge 

The integration of asynchronous discussion forum in education has the potential to 

cover most of the communication tasks between students and teachers: debate about 

controversial topics, brainstorming, questioning, homework submission queries, news 

dissemination, etc (Ponnusawmy, & Santally, 2008). Moreover, learners can also use 

forum discussion space as an online socializing zone. Discussion forum is good for 

extended discussions and wide information dissemination but requires motivation or 

structure. Discussion forums create a virtual environment similar to face-to-face 

classroom environment where knowledge could be critically constructed, validated 

and shared. As popularity of discussion forums increased, more researchers have 

attempted to produce models that measure and analyze the networked conversations 

produced. An important characteristic of asynchronous discussion forum is that 

students dominated the discussion, not the facilitator. The facilitator creates a learning 

environment where students are responsible for their own learning. From the students‟ 

point of views, Murphy and Manzanares (2005) reported evidences of individual 

increasing awareness of the different perspectives of the problem. Learners also 

commented on their interest in sharing and collaborating in relation to the knowledge 

building process and to expand, and further knowledge acquisition. They not only 

stressed how they had personally became more aware of different viewpoints and 

expanded their knowledge, but they also described the various ways they intended to 

expose other participants to different perspectives. Ponnusawmy and Santally (2008), 

echoing the same perspectives, reported that support for the use of discussion forums 

in distance education was widespread. Discussion forums provided platforms for 

students to see different perspectives, which could help to foster new meaning 

construction and encouraged student ownership of learning and collaborative 
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problem-solving skills. They encouraged participants to put their thoughts into writing 

in a way that others could understand, promoting self-reflective dialogue and dialogue 

with others. In addition, discussion forums had the potential to expose students to a 

broader range of views as compared to face-to-face talk, and hence enabled them to 

develop more complex perspectives on a topic. The research done by Frey, Sass and 

Arman (2006) produced evidence that many instructors reported that online 

discussion benefited shy or international students by providing them with more time 

to clarify and developing their remarks. However, simply requiring students to post 

messages to address the instructors‟ questions might not result in effective learning. 

Effective discussions required thoughtful design, facilitation and assessment.  

An inherent characteristic of asynchronous discussion forum is its ability to 

promote social construction of knowledge among student participants. Waters and 

Gasson (2007) were of the view that individual only possessed a partial understanding 

of the problem, so group problem solving was akin to assembling a jigsaw puzzle. 

Every participant must contribute his part of the picture without being able to 

comprehend the whole, which was gradually constructed through sustained online 

debate. In this way, a community of inquiry built a joint, yet distributed understanding 

of their domain of practice. Students were expected to share their experiences, 

negotiate meanings and construct subject matter knowledge through discussion. 

Constructivist educators generally agreed that discussion in communities of inquiry 

contributed to higher order thinking and helped learners in their knowledge creation, 

with students being stimulated to engage actively in their own learning process (Stein 

et al, 2006). In addition, working in collaborative groups provided opportunities for 

students to be engaged in knowledge building where knowledge is constructed. As 

meaning making was a dialogic and mediated process through language, individual 
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constructed knowledge when they engaged socially and actively in solving shared 

problems or tasks (Chin & Chia, 2002). Arvaja, Salovaara, Hakkinen and Jarvela 

(2007) put forward the idea that the function of communication promoted student‟s 

reasoning and negotiating meanings through suggestion, clarification, counter 

argument and questions asking. In addition, students built their reasoning on one 

another‟s messages with the other person‟s message serving in part as a resource for 

one‟s own interpretations. Research by Weinberger and Fischer (2006) revealed that 

argumentative knowledge construction was based on the assumption that learners 

engaged in specific discourse activities and that the frequency of these discourse 

activities was related to knowledge acquisition. Learners constructed arguments in 

interaction with their learning partners in order to acquire knowledge about 

argumentation, as well as knowledge of the content under consideration. In 

argumentative knowledge construction, there is a need for students to inquire complex 

problems, construct and balance arguments and counter- arguments in order to prove 

possible resolutions to these problems. Learners thus continuously warrant, qualify or 

argue against solutions to the problems until they converge towards a joint solution. 

By balancing arguments and counter-arguments in order to solve complex problems, 

participants learn how to argue within a domain and acquire content knowledge. With 

the construction of sequences of argumentation, students may acquire multiple 

perspectives upon a problem. The acquisition of multiple perspectives on a problem 

facilitate students to flexibly apply the newly acquired knowledge to solve future 

problems. Pena-Schaff and Nicholls (2004) reported that knowledge construction 

should be seen as a social, dialogical process in which different perspectives were 

incorporated.  This exchange of ideas and negotiation of meaning affected not only 

the individual‟s cognition but also the group‟s “distributed cognition” as participants 
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transmitted, negotiated and transformed their ideas in the creation of new knowledge. 

In the process of articulation, reflection and negotiation, students engaged in a 

meaning making of knowledge construction processes. This process could become 

even more powerful when communication among peers was done in written form, 

because writing done without the immediate feedback of another person through oral 

communication and body language, required further elaboration in order to convey 

meaning.  

Content Analysis 

The benefits of online discussions have led several researchers to further explore 

student interaction and develop models and tools for online discussion analysis. The 

two main types of analysis for discussion forum are quantitative analysis and 

qualitative analysis. In an article cited by Frey et al. (2006), there are several types of 

quantitative analysis, which includes measures such as frequency of postings, number 

of threads per forum, the number of postings per thread, or the number of instructor 

postings per thread. On the other hand, content analysis studies have been qualitative 

in nature and explores issues such as problem solving, critical thinking, and in view of 

the increasing use of asynchronous discussion forum in learning and teaching, there is 

a need for analysis tools that review the process of knowledge construction within 

these online discussions. However, attempts to understand and demonstrate the nature 

and processes of online communication through quantitative analysis had reported 

problems such as failing to reveal the richness of the medium. Gunawardena, Lowe 

and Anderson (1997) promoted the view that neither quantitative analysis of 

participation nor reports from survey findings yielded important information on the 

construction of knowledge or the quality of learning that took place in an 

asynchronous discussion forum. In order to assess the quality of interactions and the 
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quality of the learning experiences in a CSCL environment, content analysis of 

computer transcripts is essential. Murphy and Manzanares (2005) believed that 

content analysis of transcripts of online asynchronous discussion forum could support 

observation and identification of discussion and engagement in behaviours related to 

social processes such as interaction, collaboration and teacher presence. Also, it could 

provide insights into cognitive processes such as knowledge building, metacognition, 

and problem solving. In addition, Hmelo-Silver and Bromme (2007) reported two 

commonly used approaches for analyzing data: classifying individual learners‟ 

statements and providing descriptive, qualitative analyses of transcripts. Researchers 

using the former approach had used a diverse range of approaches for classifying 

individual students‟ statements, ranging from classifying cognitive strategies used by 

individual students to classifying moves such as giving or receiving help, as well as 

the content of students‟ talk (Hmelo-Silver, 2003b). This general approach provided 

information about individual‟s performance within groups but might not provide a 

picture of the overall structure or flow of the group discourse or how individuals 

contributed to this overall structure or flow. Researchers using the latter, more 

descriptive approach had provided rich pictures of interactions, but this was not a 

method that was well suited for making systematic comparisons across different 

groups or discussions. De Wever et al. (2006), who focused on transcript analysis, 

recommended that content analysis instruments should be accurate, precise, objective, 

reliable, replicable, and valid. Accuracy is the extent to which a measuring procedure 

is free of bias (non-random error), while precision is the fine detail of distinction 

made between categories or levels of a measure (Neuendorf, 2002). Accuracy should 

be as high as possible, while precision should be high, but not exaggerated. 

Objectivity should be attained at all time with the aim of answering the research 
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questions. This content analysis technique could be defined as „„a research 

methodology that built on procedures to make valid inferences from text‟‟ (Rourke, 

Anderson, Garrison, & Archer, 2001). Although these research techniques were often 

used, standards were not yet established. 

 

Unit of Analysis 

The unit of analysis will determine how the overall discussion is to be broken down 

into manageable items for subsequent coding according to the analysis categories. 

The choice for the unit of analysis will determine the accuracy of the coding and the 

extent to which the data reflect the true content of the original discourse. The unit of 

analysis determines the granularity in looking at the transcripts of the online 

discussion. To get a complete and meaningful picture of the collaborative process, 

this granularity needs to be decided and implemented appropriately. As was discussed 

in De Wever et al. (2006), the choice for the unit of analysis represented advantages 

and disadvantages, as well as problems of subjectivity and inconsistency. In the 

literature review of Schellens and Valcke (2006), the unit of analysis reflected in an 

exhaustive and exclusive way, a specific construct. A variety of choices were 

discussed: a sentence, a paragraph, a theme and the illocutionary unit (the complete 

message). Each choice presented advantages and disadvantages. Opting for each 

individual sentence or paragraph as the unit of analysis resulted in an objective and 

reliable choice but research experiences indicated that this unit was too small to 

represent individual theoretical constructs. Opting for themes as the analysis unit 

helped to counter the latter disadvantage but presented problems in terms of the 

reliable identification of each individual theme, resulting in subjectivity and 

inconsistency. The best choice was to opt for each complete message as an individual 
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unit of analysis. Firstly, this resulted in the objective identification of all units of 

analysis. Second, the number of observed units was under control and could be 

managed for analysis purposes. A third advantage was that the researchers worked 

with the unit, as it had been defined by the author of the message. In addition, a fine-

grained line-by-line coding allowed the researchers to examine an entire corpus of 

discourse to identify important and representative cognitive and social processes that 

could be reported as frequency counts.  

The idea of dynamism in the coding of the students‟ transcripts was explored and 

discussed in Schrire (2005). The boundaries of syntactic units are not always 

demarcated clearly. Attention is drawn to the need for determining inter-rater 

reliability of the unitization itself, and not only of the content coding. Proposal was 

made for an alternative unit for content analysis, one that was based on the sentence 

but that also accounted for compound sentences. Lampert and Ervin-Tripp (1993) and 

Chi (1997) proposed a dynamic approach to unitization. Since there was a trade-off 

between the grain size and the amount of information derived from the data, the 

dynamic approach to unitization implied that data might be coded more than once, 

each time according to a different grain size, depending on the purpose and the 

research question. The same idea on dynamism in unitization, was also shared by 

Schellens and Valcke (2006) where entire posting was split up into two or three 

messages when the first and second part of the message needs to be coded and 

categorized differently. Hara et al. (2008) also concurred that any message could 

conceivably contain several ideas, the base "unit" of the analysis was not a message, 

but a paragraph. It was assumed that each paragraph in a submission was a new idea 

unit since college-level students should be able to break down the messages into 

paragraphs. Thus, when two continuous paragraphs dealt with the same idea, they 
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were each counted as a separate idea unit. And when one paragraph contained two 

ideas, it was counted as two separate units.  

 

Inter-rater Reliability 

Inter-rater reliability is a critical concern in relation to content analysis. It is regarded 

as the primary test of objectivity in content studies and defined as “the extent to which 

different coders, each coding the same content, came to the same coding decisions” 

(Rourke et al., 2001). Unfortunately, a large subset of studies did not report inter-rater 

reliability according to De Wever et al. (2006), which could be seen as the 

consequence of a lack of detailed practical guidelines and tools available to 

researchers regarding reliability. The literature review of De Wever et al. (2006) 

revealed a number of indexes used to report inter-rater reliability: percent agreement, 

Holsti‟s method, Scott‟s pi, Cohen‟s kappa, Krippendorff‟s alpha, Spearman Rho, 

Pearson correlation coefficient, Lin‟s concordance correlation coefficient, Kupper-

Hafner index, etc. However, there is no general consensus on what index should be 

used. The following section presents the discussions for coefficients that provide a 

good estimation on the inter-rater reliability. There is no general agreement on what 

indexes should be used. Percent agreement is considered an overly liberal index by 

some researchers, and the indices, which do account for chance agreement, such as 

Krippendorff‟s alpha, are considered overly conservative and often too restrictive 

(Lombard, Snyder-Duch, & Bracken, 2002; Rourke et al., 2001). Therefore, it is 

suggested that researchers calculate and report both indices, as more information is 

made available to the reader of research studies in order to judge the reliability. The 

interpretation of levels of inter-rater reliability is still open to debate, since there are 

no established standards available. There seems to be no real consensus for the 
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percent agreement statistic. Often a cut-off figure of 0.75–0.80 is used; others state 

that a value of 0.70 can be considered as reliable (Neuendorf, 2002; Rourke et al., 

2001). Also for chance correcting measures, no standard is available to judge the level 

of inter-rater reliability. When Cohen‟s kappa is used, the following criteria have been 

proposed: values above 0.75 (sometimes 0.80 is used) indicate excellent agreement 

beyond chance; values below 0.40, poor agreement beyond chance; and values in 

between represent fair to good agreement beyond chance (Krippendorff, 1980; 

Neuendorf, 2002).  

Lastly, De Wever et al. (2006) stressed the importance of a clear and transparent 

coding procedure and the inter/intra-rater reliability. The usage of multiple 

coefficients was encouraged to determine inter-rater reliability, such as percent 

agreement and Krippendorff‟s alpha. Reporting multiple reliability indices added 

credibility to the research, considering the fact that no unambiguous standards were 

available to judge reliability values. Next to the quantitative values, information about 

the sample, the coding procedure, and the training should be reported carefully in 

order to improve the quality of research in the field of content analysis. Rourke et al. 

(2001) expounded on the importance of inter-rater reliability in content analysis 

research and were concerned that many of the studies they reviewed did not specify 

information about this. De Wever et al. (2006) supported their call for attending to 

issues of inter-rater reliability in such research and reports of statistical test results 

that did not include reliability indices should be treated with caution (Strijbos, 

Martens, Prins & Jochems, 2005).  

 

Research Questions 

The research questions that will be addressed in this research are:  
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1) What will content analysis of students‟ transcripts in an asynchronous 

discussion forum reveal about knowledge construction and mis-construction 

within the group by means of the exchanges among participants? and 

2) Did individual participant create personal construction / mis-construction of 

knowledge and change their understanding as a result of interactions within 

the group? and   

3) What are the misconceptions of the students that could be analyzed from the 

transcripts of the asynchronous discussion forum? 

Through the findings of these research questions, we will be able to assess the quality 

of interactions as well as students‟ learning experiences in an asynchronous 

discussion forum. 

 

Methodology 

Case study research that facilitates researcher to go “beyond quantitative analysis” has 

to be based on sampling procedures that are compatible with the general 

methodological approach. Purposive sampling (also known as theoretical sampling) 

should be used as reported by Strauss and Corbin (1998) because of its conceptually 

driven nature. We would be choosing cases in the sample that maximize and 

minimize similarities and differences (Schrire, 2005). Purposive sampling is different 

from probability sampling procedures in that the sampling selection criteria may 

change as the study progresses. Chin, Brown and Bruce (2002) recommended that 

findings from the samples be presented as grounded hypotheses rather than 

generalizing findings. With the use of the case study approach, purposive sampling 

was used to select the target students in groups who represented learners over a range 

of academic abilities and learning approaches.  
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Sample 

This study will apply both quantitative and qualitative criteria to analyze the content 

of asynchronous discussion forum and its forms of electronic interaction. A case study 

approach and methodology were used to investigate the type of science knowledge 

constructed as well as mis-constructed, and the quality of science content discussions 

that took place in the asynchronous discussion forum. In this naturalistic setting, 

neither variables nor potential causes of behaviour were manipulated. This study 

involved detailed investigation of the electronic transcripts from 12 secondary 2 

(grade 8) male students in 3 groups, from an all-boys secondary school in Singapore. 

These students are considered to be of above-average academic ability as they are 

from the Express stream with their Primary School Leaving Examination (PSLE) T-

Score of at least 227. Their original electronic transcripts, which can be found in the 

Appendices, have all their postings anonymized in order to protect the confidentiality 

of the students participating in this research. However, every effort was made to 

maintain the integrity of the text exchanges and messages between the students. As 

one of the aims of this study is to investigate the nature of students‟ knowledge 

construction processes in an online virtual space, this methodology is considered 

appropriate as it permits tracking of selected students over a period of time. Tracking 

of the cognitive development was carried out for a number of target groups and 

students, instead of a large sample of students. The reason was the ease in which 

researchers were able to obtain rich, in-depth, original data from the asynchronous 

discussion forum in small-group settings for subsequent fine-grained analysis. To 

provide contrast, groups of students who showed more evidences of science 

knowledge construction as well as knowledge mis-construction in the discussion 

forum were selected.  
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Procedure 

It has only been in recent years that researchers have begun to focus on analyzing the 

content of messages, rather than on such quantitative variables as the frequency of 

student participation, the level of interaction, and message length. It is only through 

the analysis of both the content of the messages and the patterns of interaction will 

researchers be able to learn whether asynchronous discussion forum can facilitate 

critical thinking and encourage the process of knowledge construction. This research 

paper describes a formative assessment process of mapping students‟ electronic 

discussions to analyze inter-group cognitive development and knowledge 

construction, as well as knowledge mis-construction among the participants. 

Discussions of various depth, breadth, and complexity were mapped, beginning with 

the initial or parent posting (facilitator‟s question) and branching to include all student 

responses within a thread. Postings were analyzed with a content analysis tool to 

identify and categorize statements according to the level of cognitive development 

reflected in the student‟s posting. In general, most research papers reported open-

ended questions solicited contributions at higher cognitive levels. However, the 

deepness of ongoing responses in a discussion did not necessarily lead to higher levels 

of cognitive development as evidenced in the findings section of this report.  

This case study traced the communication patterns and the knowledge construction as 

well as knowledge mis-construction processes of students in their discussion of 

science-related content. A refinement of a categorical system was made to indicate the 

level of knowledge attained. This research was modeled after Frey et al. (2006), 

where students‟ original electronic transcripts of the discussion forum were mapped. 

It has to be noted that although this technique is popular in the field of qualitative 

educational research, academic researchers have yet to establish standards and this 
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issue is compounded by the lack of a reliable instrument. It is the ambition of this 

research endeavour to provide a case study approach using an innovative 

methodology, for understanding authentic knowledge construction as well as 

knowledge mis-construction among group of students participating in asynchronous 

discussion forum. This method uses an over-layering approach of messages posted by 

students, to the level of science conceptual understanding. Postings were analyzed 

with a content analysis tool to identify statements according to the level of conceptual 

knowledge attained. Since this study is concerned with analysis and categorization of 

student‟s online transcript for a science discourse, it primarily relied on content 

analysis methodology. By using both quantitative and qualitative measures, it is 

hoped that it can lead to a more comprehensive study of online discussion in a 

secondary school level course than is typically found in most of the research literature 

on CSCL. The current CSCL research studies are mainly devoted to undergraduate 

and post-graduate level. Although online content analysis methodologies are still in 

the stage of infancy development, they appeared to capture the richness of the student 

interactions (Hara et al., 2008). 

This study examines the process by which science knowledge construction as well as 

mis-construction develops in asynchronous discussion groups. This case study 

involved categorizing levels of science knowledge construction amongst secondary 2 

(grade 8) students in a Government-aided Special Assisted Plan (SAP) school in 

Singapore. The next section will present the step-by-step process for this case study:  

1) The students were grouped in four or five based on their class register number. The 

reason for this system of grouping is for ease of administration work as well as 

eliminating any biasness in the findings due to students forming cliques in their 
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groupings. In line with constructivist principles, the discussion theme was based on 

real-life authentic situation.  

2) The trigger for this asynchronous discussion forum was a digital video clip, which 

was to be downloaded and viewed by the students (Please see Figure 1, 2 and 3 for 

the images of this video). This digital video clip was a science experiment on 

atmospheric pressure, which exerted a net force on the water in a container and 

caused the water level inside the heated inverted flask to rise. As this research 

attempted to promote self-directed learning among students, the reason for the 

physical phenomenon observed by the students in the video clip was not made known 

to the students. However, these students had already covered and understood the 

chapter on pressure involving solid as well as a short introduction to pressure in liquid 

and atmospheric pressure. The above scientific knowledge should be understood by 

the students based on the scheme of work as dictated by the secondary 2 science 

syllabus. 

3) The students had to perform extensive research through medium such as relevant 

books and online resources in the attempt to correctly answer the question posed by 

the teacher in the first posting.  
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Figure 1. A heated round bottom flask is heated and inverted over a container of 

water. The water in container is seen rising up the neck of the inverted flask 

 

 

 

Figure 2. Cool tap water is poured over the inverted round bottom flask. Water is 

seen rising up the neck of the inverted flask even faster 
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Figure 3. When the inverted round bottom flask is tilted, water is seen rushing up the 

neck of the flask, causing a mini explosion 

4) Students were informed of the dates where the asynchronous discussion forum in 

StudyWiz, the school learning and management system (Figure 4), would take place. 

This asynchronous discussion forum was held from 23
rd

 March 2009 to 5
th

 April 

2009. The teacher intervened at least once every two days through logging in to the 

students‟ virtual space for discussion. 
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Figure 4. A screenshot of StudyWiz, the learning management system of the school 

where the asynchronous discussion forum resides 

 

5) It was imperative that the teacher did not give concrete content feedback, but rather 

structural feedback (scaffolding). Students were given the opportunity to work for a 

period of 2 weeks on the case study as explained in the earlier paragraph. After 2 

weeks, they no longer have the opportunity to add their inputs to the forum, although 

they were still able to view their discussion.  

6) The original electronic transcripts were then analyzed using the adopted content 

analysis methodology. The next few sections will explain, in detail, the methods and 

models adopted for answering the research questions.  

Method of Analysis: Knowledge Construction – Message Map (KCMM) 

To answer the first research question, this study will analyze qualitative data through 

classifying individual learners‟ statements. Researchers using this approach have used 

a diverse range of approaches for classifying individual students‟ statements, ranging 

from classifying cognitive strategies used by individual student to classifying moves 

such as giving or receiving help as well as the content of students‟ talk. However, this 

paper will introduce the methodology of classifying the individuals‟ electronic 

statements to the levels of scientific knowledge attained with respect to the question 

posed by the facilitator from the trigger activity. To aid understanding, a visual 

representation of the levels of scientific understanding is achieved through the use of 

the diagram shown in Figure 5. This diagram consists of a triangle segmented into 

several sections. A lozenge, labeled “Question” located within the section reserved for 

questions, represents the main question raised by the teacher in this discussion forum. 

The segments above the question section represent increasing level of scientific 
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knowledge attained for a particular discussion forum, while segments below the 

question section represent the types of knowledge mis-constructed by the students. 

The number of levels designated for representing conceptual understanding achieved 

by the students is decided by the researcher and is not restricted to the number as 

indicated on Figure 5. This representation will henceforth be known as Knowledge 

Construction-Message Map (KCMM) and it serves two purposes. First, the KCMM is 

able to present the coded data to the audience, just as one depicts quantitative data 

graphically or in tabular form. Second, the depiction of such representation might 

allow researchers to detect some patterns with reference to knowledge construction in 

asynchronous discussion forum (Chi, 1997), through the analysis of the structure and 

content of interactions by the creation of these message maps which displays 

graphically the interrelationships among the messages (Gunawardena et al., 1997). In 

addition, the KCMM represented in Figure 5 is able to provide a visual representation 

of the reasoning pattern and overall structure or flow of the group discourse, as well 

as how individual contributes to this overall structure or flow. Furthermore, this form 

of representation facilitates systematic comparisons across different groups or 

discussions. The KCMM, through its pyramid structure, is able to trace the student‟s 

pattern of understanding as learning potentially involves different levels of 

understanding. Learning taking place in different subjects and disciplines follow 

different routes of argumentation and this could be shown easily with the help of the 

KCMM. Reasoning made among learners may not be complete or totally correct and 

from this differentiation in levels of understanding, it is possible to move from a 

qualitative to a quantitative approach from the use of KCMM to compare different 

groups in knowledge construction and mis-construction.     

A simple example will be illustrated to show the effectiveness of the KCMM in 
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mapping out the knowledge construction as well as the knowledge mis-construction 

process. Referring to Figure 5, the cognitive processes in understanding a science 

topic (Why air-conditioner is situated at the top part of the room) by 2 students are 

shown. The first student initial message (1A) indicated that he had understood that the 

cooled air at the top had higher density than the warm air below (Level 1 

understanding). The same student second message (1B) was then mapped to level 2 

understanding where he wrote that the cooler air would sink and forced the warmer 

air upwards. Lastly, this student posted (1C) that the warm air would be cooled and be 

denser than the air below it and the process repeats with convectional current being 

set up (Level 3 understanding). This student has shown an increase in understanding 

of this topic as his messages were tagged from Level 1 to Level 3 understanding, with 

the use of solid arrows. Conversely, the second student first message (2A) indicated 

that he had understood that the cooled air at the top had higher density than the warm 

air below (Level 1 understanding). However, the same student second message (2B) 

was mis-constructed (or possessed mis-conception) as he wrote that the cooled air at 

the top conducts the coolness to the warm air below and this is represented using a 

dotted arrow. Therefore, the KCMM is able to present the cognitive levels and 

processes of the various group members in a visually simplified diagram. The 

interrelationships among the different messages by different members are also 

graphically displayed and patterns that exemplified cognitive processes can be elicited 

and analyzed upon. In addition, quantitative analysis from the electronic transcripts, 

which is qualitative in nature, can be easily achieved and the number of knowledge 

constructed as well as mis-constructed, and other parameters can be compared among 

different groups.  
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Figure 5. The Knowledge Construction - Message Map (KCMM) 

 

Method of Analysis: Knowledge Construction - Message Graph (KCMG) 

Knowledge mis-construction 

Question 

Level 1 understanding: Air at the top 

is initially cooled. It has a higher 
density than the warm air below. 

Level 2 understanding: The cool air will 

sink and forces the warm air upwards. 

Level 3 understanding: The warm air will be 

cooled and be denser than the air below it. The 
process repeats and convectional current is set up. 

1A 

1B 

1C 

2A 

2B 

Why air-conditioner is situated at the top part of the room? 

The cooled air at the top 
conducts the coolness to 
the warm air below 
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To answer the second research question, this study aims to measure the amount of 

science knowledge construction and knowledge mis-construction quantitatively, using 

the number of postings delivered by members of each group. To ease implementation 

for calculating changes in conceptual understanding among student participants, the 

graphical representation for the number of postings as well as the level of scientific 

knowledge attained for every member of the team is shown in Figure 6 on the next 

page. The positive y-axis represents the level of understanding attained by individual 

member of the group, while the negative y-axis represents the number of 

misconceptions posted by the individual students The x-axis represents the number of 

meaningful postings made by the individual student. This representation will 

henceforth be known as Knowledge Construction - Message Graph (KCMG).  

Figure 6. Knowledge Construction - Message Graph (KCMG) 

Unit of Analysis 

An important step in assigning data to categories is determining the unit of analysis. 

In order to capture cognitive processes of learning, through the application and 

No. of 
Messag

es 
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argument with given concepts, the granularity of segmentation needs to be adjusted at 

multiple levels. This study suggests the consideration of multiple grain sizes for the 

analysis of the online transcripts, which states that the segment granularity represents 

different levels of knowledge in discourse. The granularity of segmentation is highly 

dependent on the research questions that are supposed to be investigated. After 

experimenting with several types of units, it was decided that a message-level unit, 

corresponding to what one participant posted into the thread of the discussion forum 

on one occasion, was the most appropriate to attain our goals. Since messages were 

clearly demarcated in the transcript, multiple coders could reliably identify when a 

coding decision was required. The message as the unit was advantageous as the length 

and content of the message was decided upon by its authors, rather than by coders. As 

each complete message was chosen as the unit of analysis for the coding, the coders 

were obliged – in a number of cases – to split up an entire posting into two or three 

messages as recommended by the model of Veerman and Veldhuis-Diermanse 

(2001). This was the case when, for example, the first part of a message was coded as 

level 1 understanding (e.g., student ability to understand that the rise of water inside 

inverted flask was due to the condensation of water vapour) and the second part of 

message was a misconception (e.g., student mis-conceptualized that the air pressure 

inside inverted flask was greater than atmospheric pressure). In a number of cases, the 

message clearly contained two completely different contributions (De Wever, Van 

Keer, Schellens, & Valcke, 2007). In addition, a complete message provided coders 

with sufficient information to infer underlying cognitive processes. 

Inter-rater reliability 

In this study, two raters coded the data source. One was the second author and the 

other was the second author‟s colleague in his school, who holds a Master of Science 
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(Physics) at the time of this research. These raters were briefed on the coding scheme 

and trained on how coding was to be carried out. After the training sessions, each 

rater coded the asynchronous discussion forum transcripts independently (Appendix 

A, D, G). The coding decisions of the two coders were evaluated for inter-rater 

reliability using Holsti‟s (1969) coefficient of reliability (CR) and Cohen‟s (1960) 

Kappa (k). CR is a percent-agreement measure in which the number of agreements 

between the first coder and the second coder are divided by the total number of 

coding decisions. Cohen‟s kappa is a chance-corrected measure of inter-rater 

reliability (Capozzoli, McSweeney, & Sinha, 1999). In calculating kappa, reliability 

was reported after accounting for the possibility of chance agreement between coders. 

Both indices were calculated and reported since there was no general agreement on 

which should be used (Smet, Keer, & Valcke, 2008). CR is considered an overly 

liberal index by some researchers. On the contrary, indices such as Cohen‟s kappa, 

which do account for chance agreement, are considered overly conservative and 

restrictive (De Wever et al., 2006). In this study, the reliability sample consisted of 97 

units of meaning. The two raters coded all the transcripts of the 3 groups on the 

discussion topics. For most cases, an agreement about the final code could be reached. 

All disagreements were discussed until 100 percent agreement was reached. Our 

results were CR = 0.938; and k = 0.917, which were regarded as indication of 

excellent agreement beyond chance for values above 0.75 (sometimes 0.80 is used) 

(Krippendorff, 1980; Neuendorf, 2002).  

 

Results 

The detailed analysis of the transcripts revealed that students dominated the 

discussion, not the teacher or facilitator, a finding that indicated that this 
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asynchronous discussion forum was student-centered in nature. This was in line with 

Hara et al. (2008) where the facilitator was purposefully creating a learning 

environment wherein students were in charge of their own learning and scaffolding 

one another understanding of scientific knowledge. The facilitator postings, within 

these two weeks, were mostly surface level recognition and feedback to students with 

the intention to encourage their collaborative effort in this asynchronous discussion 

forum. As a result, the facilitator avoided dictating the direction of the discussion 

forum and encouraged student-centered learning.  

Analysis using Knowledge Construction – Message Map (KCMM) 

This case study delved into detailed analysis of 3 teams selected from secondary 2 

(grade 8) classes, with a total of 12 students. Every student‟s message was numbered 

individually, labeled chronologically with alphabets. We will follow the approach 

undertaken by Wever, Keer, Schellens and Valcke (2006) where each meaningful 

contribution to a discussion forum reflected a specific cognitive level of scientific 

conceptual knowledge. Each message received one code, indicating the degree of 

collaborative knowledge construction or mis-construction. When a posting comprised 

elements of two or more different levels of knowledge construction, it was broken 

down into several messages where each message was coded individually. Student 

whose message displayed understanding of Level 1 scientific concept would be 

labeled with a lozenge and be marked between the demarcation line for Level 1 and 

Level 2. A solid arrow would be shown extending from the “question” lozenge to the 

“meaningful post” lozenge. Student whose post displayed knowledge mis-

construction would be labeled and be marked below the demarcation line for 

“question”. A dotted arrow will be shown extending from the “question” lozenge to 

the “misconception” lozenge.  
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We would be using the data for Group 1 for the detailed explanation for the data 

analysis. Group 1 consisted of 4 students with 15 meaningful messages and 4 

questions. Referring to Appendix A, the decisions of Rater 1 and 2 were shown on 

column 2 and 3 from the left. Most of their decisions on coding of the messages were 

unanimous, except messages number 8 and 9. These messages, with conflicting 

decisions, by the raters were discussed extensively till an agreement was reached. The 

resultant agreement of the coding by Raters 1 and 2 were shown in bold and 

underlined. Message tags (i.e. Q-M, 1A, 1B, 2A, etc) were assigned only to 

meaningful messages and were displayed on the fourth column from the left of the 

transcript. These message tags were next over-laid on the KCMM (as shown on 

Appendix B – KCMM), indicating the levels of scientific knowledge attained as well 

as the number of scientific knowledge mis-construction in this discussion. The last 

column on the right is the unedited transcript written by the students in the group. If 

the posting made by the students consisted of more than one level of scientific 

understanding or scientific misconception, they were separated into different 

messages for subsequent coding.    

This section will attempt to explain the visual representation of the KCMM 

(Appendix B, E and H) with respect to Group 1 for addressing research question 1, 

which can be referred from Appendix B – KCMM. There were a total of 4 questions 

generated by the teacher as well as the participants. There were a total of 4 

participants for Group 1. The student who made the first posting was numbered ”1” in 

the lozenge, followed by an alphabet “A” in chronological order. His subsequent 

messages were labeled as “1” followed by the next alphabet “B”, and so on. The 

student who posted the next message chronologically was numbered “2” in the 

lozenge with the same rules being applied for labeling of the alphabet for his other 
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posted messages. It was observed from Group 1 KCMM that student 1 first three 

messages (1A, 1B and 1C) were all coded as misconceptions as he was unable to 

explain the scientific concepts underlying the physics experiment correctly. On the 

contrary, student 3 made steady progress in posting messages that exhibited 

increasing scientific understanding (from Level 1 to Level 3) for the Physics 

experiment shown on the video clip. It can be observed that solid arrows represented 

students‟ messages, which exhibited increasing understanding of physical 

phenomenon from one message to the next. However, dotted arrows represented 

students‟ messages, which exhibited knowledge mis-construction or mis-conception, 

from one message to another.  

Analysis using Knowledge Construction – Message Graph (KCMG) 

This section will discuss the process of transferring the data from the KCMM to the 

KCMG. Referring to Appendix B – Group 1 KCMM, student 1 posted 3 messages 

while student 2, 3 and 4 posted 4 messages each. These are represented in Appendix 

C – Group 1 KCMG where each student is represented by different types of line. The 

horizontal axis represents the number of messages posted and every member starts 

from zero in order to represent the changes from zero knowledge. The vertical axis 

(above origin) represents increasing level of conceptual knowledge attained while the 

vertical axis (below origin) represents knowledge mis-construction or misconceptions. 

An example will be illustrated using Appendix C. Student 2 started his message with 

a misconception and as a result, his line moved towards the negative 1 point. His 

second message was another misconception and therefore, his next point would be 

negative 2. As his third message was still a recurrent misconception, his next point 

still remained at negative 2. For student 3, his first 3 messages were correctly 

constructed knowledge from level 1 to 3. Therefore, his line extended from 0 to Level 
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3 (L3) for his first 3 messages. His fourth message was still at L3 and therefore, his 

line stayed horizontally till the fourth message mark on the horizontal axis. The 

number of messages for every student always starts from zero for the KCMG to 

represent the changes from nil conceptual knowledge to either knowledge 

construction or mis-construction. It has to be noted that due to limitation of the 

software, only one student‟s line could be shown if more than one student are 

represented on the same path. In all cases, the reader is able to confirm the number of 

messages posted from the KCMM. 

Comparison of Inter-groups Knowledge Construction / Mis-construction 

In order to answer the first research question and facilitate the ease of differentiation 

for characteristics between groups, which exhibited more evidence of knowledge 

construction than knowledge mis-construction and vice versa. The number of solid 

and dotted arrows was counted. Table 1 below reported the number of times 

knowledge construction as well as mis-construction took place in the electronic 

transcripts of the asynchronous discussion forum.  

 

Table 1. inter-groups knowledge construction / mis-construction comparison  

Group Solid Arrow 

(representing 

knowledge 

construction) 

Dotted Arrow 

(representing 

knowledge 

mis-

construction) 

Knowledge 

Construction 

From 

Questioning 

Knowledge 

Mis-

construction 

from 

Questioning 

Heterogeneity 

of 

Participation 

 1  7 8 2 6 0.50 

 4 14 4 6 4 1.29  

 7  1 10 1 7 0.50 
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Heterogeneity of participation is a measure of the standard deviation of the number of 

messages posted by members in a group (Cooke, 2000). The steps are as follows: 

 

1) Record the number of messages posted for every member of the group, from 

the Knowledge 

            Construction / Mis-construction Graph. 

2) Find the mean for the number of messages posted. 

3) Calculate the deviation scores. 

4) Square the deviation score for each member. 

5) Total the squared deviation scores from every member. 

6) Calculate the variance by dividing the total by the number of members in the 

group less one. 

7) Calculate the standard deviation (heterogeneity of participation) by performing 

square root on 

     the variance. 

An example is illustrated for Group 1. 

1) The number of messages posted is 4,4,3 and 4 for student 1, 2, 3 and 4 

respectively. 

2) Mean = (4+4+3+4) / 4 = 3.75 

3) The first deviation score is calculated by 4 – 3.75 = 0.25. 

     Thus, the deviation scores are 0.25, 0.25, 0.75 and 0.25. 

4) The squared deviation scores are 0.0625, 0.0625, 0.5625 and 0.0625. 

5) The total of the squared deviation score is 0.75. 

6) Variance = 0.75 / (4 -1) = 0.25. 

7) Standard deviation (heterogeneity of participation) = 0.25 = 0.5. 
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Most groups with higher heterogeneity of participation rate exhibited more signs of 

knowledge construction, while most groups with lower heterogeneity of participation 

rate exhibited more signs of knowledge mis-construction. The final level of every 

student could be found from the Appendices C, F and I - KCMG. The group with 

higher incidences of knowledge construction reported higher magnitude for 

Heterogeneity of Participation. In other words, the participation rate among members 

was less homogeneous as one or two students were dominating the discussion and 

posted more messages compared to the others. On the contrary, the groups with 

higher incidences of knowledge mis-construction reported lower magnitude for 

Heterogeneity of Participation. In other words, the participation rate among members 

was more homogeneous as there were no students dominating the discussion and 

members posted a similar number of messages in the discussion forum. From the 

KCMG found in the Appendix C, F and I for the various groups, it was easily 

observed that the various members in the group did not move in unison in terms of 

their understanding of scientific concepts as they posted their messages. They seemed 

to be reluctant in giving up their misconceptions as the discussion forum progressed. 

Students who mis-constructed their scientific knowledge continued to do so even 

when other members of the groups were able to explain and share the physical 

phenomenon correctly. A good example will be the KCMG of Group 1 found in 

Appendix C. Although Student 3 was increasing his understanding of scientific 

concepts as the discussion progressed, student 1 and 2 refused to change their wrong 

concepts of scientific understanding and continued in their knowledge mis-

construction. This particular group case study demonstrated the wide chasm of 

scientific knowledge attained by the members even though it was desirable that these 

students were scaffolding one another‟s learning.  
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Analysis of changes from KCMG 

 This section will attempt to answer the second research question by quantifying 

the frequency of students changing their understanding as they proceeded from 

knowledge construction to knowledge mis-construction or vice-versa. An example 

will be illustrated using Appendix C. Student 1 and 2 started their posted messages 

with misconceptions and continued to mis-construct knowledge‟s till the end of their 

messages. As a result, their initial knowledge stage, as reflected in Table 2, shows 

“Mis-construction”. Their next two columns indicate zero, as there is no cognitive 

shift between knowledge mis-construction and knowledge construction. Student 3 

started his posted message with knowledge construction and continued to construct 

knowledge‟s till the end of his message. As a result, his initial knowledge stage, as 

reflected in Table 2, shows “Construction”. His next two columns indicate zero, as 

there is no cognitive shift between knowledge construction and knowledge mis-

construction. Student 4 started his posted message with knowledge construction. As a 

result, his initial knowledge stage, as reflected in Table 2, shows “Construction”.  

However, his second message was mis-constructed and there was a cognitive shift 

from knowledge construction to knowledge mis-construction and his line moves 

below the origin line. His third message showed evidence of knowledge construction 

and there was a cognitive shift from knowledge mis-construction to knowledge 

construction. This is represented by a move above the origin line. He increased his 

understanding of conceptual knowledge for his fourth message. Table 2 captures this 

shift in cognition by indicating 1 for each of the column for knowledge construction 

to mis-construction and knowledge mis-construction to construction. 

From the KCMG (Appendix C, F, I), some group participants were steadfast in 

retaining their personal knowledge and were not swayed by the opinions of their 
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peers. This would be a positive characteristic if the personal knowledge they 

possessed were aligned with correct scientific concepts. However, this would be a 

negative trait if the personal knowledge were peppered with scientific misconceptions 

and was made worst if they tried to sway the opinions of the team members who were 

positively constructing scientific knowledge. On the other hand, there were some 

group participants who frequently changed their scientific cognition as they shifted 

between the process of knowledge construction and mis-construction. This would be a 

positive characteristic if they ultimately aligned their understanding with correct 

scientific concepts by shifting from knowledge mis-construction to knowledge 

construction. However, this would be a negative trait if their final scientific concepts 

were full of misconceptions as they cognitively shifted from knowledge construction 

to knowledge mis-construction. Table 2 to Table 4 attempt to quantify the nature of 

participant‟s cognitive shift between knowledge construction and knowledge mis-

construction. 

   
 

Table 2: group 1 changes to knowledge construction / mis-construction 

Group 1 

Student Initial Knowledge 

Stage 

Knowledge 

Construction to 

Mis-construction 

Knowledge Mis-

construction to 

Construction 

1 Mis-construction 0 0 

2 Mis-construction 0 0 

3 Construction 0 0 

4 Construction 1 1 

Total 1  1  
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Table 3: group 4 changes to knowledge construction / mis-construction 

 

Table 4: group 7 changes to knowledge construction / mis-construction 

Group 4 

Student Initial Knowledge 

Stage 

Knowledge 

Construction to 

Mis-construction 

Knowledge Mis-

construction to 

Construction 

14 Construction 2 1 

15 Construction 1 1 

16 Construction 1 0 

17 Construction 0 0 

Total 4 2 

Group 7 

Student Initial Knowledge 

Stage 

Knowledge 

Construction to 

Mis-construction 

Knowledge Mis-

construction to 

Construction 

27 Mis-construction 0 0 

28 Mis-construction 0 0 

29 Mis-construction 0 0 

30 Mis-construction 0 1 

Total 0 1 
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From the above tables, the total number of shifts in cognition for scientific 

understanding between knowledge construction and knowledge mis-construction were 

equal for most groups. Even for those groups, which possessed different total for the 

knowledge construction and mis-construction, the difference for their total was never 

more than 2. This could lead us to conclude that within the group, the shift in 

cognitive understanding of scientific concept seemed to be equal among the process 

of knowledge construction as well as knowledge misconstruction. The total number of 

cognitive shift among each group was also not very high (less than or equal to 4) and 

this indicated that most participants seemed to believe that they possessed the correct 

scientific concepts and not swayed by the opinion of their peers in the group. As 

explained before, this was debatable as the scientific concepts they possessed might 

be constructed or mis-constructed in the initial part of this asynchronous discussion 

forum. The tables listed on the earlier pages could also infer the final knowledge stage 

of each participant. If the initial knowledge stage indicated “Construction”, the 

participant would have finally constructed scientific knowledge if the total number for 

the last two column (“Knowledge Construction to Mis-construction” and “Knowledge 

Mis-construction to Construction”) were either 0 or an even number. If the initial 

knowledge stage indicated “Mis-construction”, the participant would have finally 

constructed scientific knowledge if the total number for the last two column 

(“Knowledge Construction to Mis-construction” and “Knowledge Mis-construction to 

Construction”) were an odd number.        

 

Misconceptions postings by students 

The table below shows the various misconceptions that were posted by the various 
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group members as they mis-constructed their knowledge in this asynchronous 

discussion forum. Thus, the content analysis of an asynchronous discussion forum 

about scientific phenomena could easily elicit the scientific misconceptions possessed 

by the participants of the discussion forum. To address the third research question, 

these misconceptions could be analyzed and appropriate steps could be taken to find 

out the reasons behind these scientific knowledge that were mis-constructed by the 

students. Were these misconceptions due to mis-alignment between everyday 

experience / observation and correct scientific thinking? As Pena-Schaff and Nicholls 

(2004) had stated, the process of articulating our thoughts, sharing ideas and 

perspectives with others, as well as arguing and defending our own perceptions 

engaged us in a process of meaning making. This process, as some constructivists 

maintained, was even stronger when we were required to communicate our ideas in 

writing. Therefore, these misconceptions listed in Table 5 were truly what the 

students had entrenched in their mind with regards to scientific concepts, which were 

eventually mis-constructed. Therefore, content analysis of asynchronous discussion 

forum was advantageous as compared to analysis of video or audio recording for 

analyzing scientific misconceptions possessed by the students.   

 

Misconception Occurrence by 

Group 

Occurrence by 

Student’s Posting 

Trapped air rushed out from inverted flask when it was 

tilted. 

2 6 

Vacuum / low air pressure in inverted flask sucked up 

the water. 

2 6 
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The high temperature of the air inside the flask caused 

its volume to decrease and water rushed in to fill the 

spaces. 

1 1 

The air pressure inside inverted flask was greater than 

atmospheric pressure. 

1 3 

The air trapped in inverted flask maintained a constant 

pressure. 

1 3 

Air pressure inside inverted flask changed with 

atmospheric pressure. 

1 1 

Hot air in the flask exerted a force and “pulled” up the 

water level in the flask. 

1 1 

The inverted flask expanded after heated and there was 

space for the water to rise. 

1 1 

 

Table 5. Quotation of misconceptions by team and student’s posting 

5. Conclusion 

 This research shows that content analysis of asynchronous discussion forum is 

both possible and feasible through the focus on both quantitative and qualitative data, 

with various ways to examine and evaluate the interaction of participants as they 

construct scientific knowledge. Using our customized innovative analysis tools, we 

were able to successfully analyze students‟ electronic transcripts and to verify 

characteristics of an asynchronous discussion forum that was previewed in our 

literature review. We concluded our analysis methodology and resulting flow 

diagrams, successful for visualizing data and for aiding understanding in scientific 

knowledge construction. This process met our goals to develop a useable and 
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replicable instrument for content analysis of asynchronous discussion forum. The 

findings revealed that students engaged in a social process of either knowledge 

construction or mis-construction, though even not dialogical, were partially built on 

ideas posed by other participants. Students dominated the discussion, not the teacher 

or facilitator. And this was an indication that the asynchronous discussion forum 

offered at the secondary school levels, was student-centered. Independent learning 

approaches adopted by the students have to be monitored as many students refused to 

shake off their scientific misconceptions and continually embarked on knowledge 

mis-constructions even when the other group members are trying hard to correctly 

scaffold their learning. This is in contrast to published articles on asynchronous 

discussion forum, which reported mostly positive aspects from the outcomes of their 

research studies. Many of these articles sought to provide evidences of participant‟s 

increased conceptual understanding, higher order thinking‟s and other parameters that 

measured cognitive understanding through number of postings made, number of 

threads generated in the discussion, etc. Most of these articles overlooked the fact that 

the only way to prove evidences of increased conceptual understanding and other 

cognitive parameters is through a contextualized case study that involved poring 

through student‟s original transcripts and revealing their levels of conceptual 

understanding attained. It is a dangerous notion for educators to assume that students 

will naturally attained the correct scientific conceptual understanding once they 

participated in discussion forum or other forms of CSCL activities without close 

monitoring by facilitators. As this study had revealed, students with the wrong 

scientific conceptual understandings were unwilling to give up their views and this 

was made worst when they propagated and influenced their wrong scientific ideas 

onto their group members. Thus, educators should be mindful of reviewing the 
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summary of the findings by the students through raising the awareness of the 

misconceptions written by the students, and delivering the correct scientific 

understanding.       

 The results described in the earlier sections must be viewed in the context in 

which they were obtained because the study was not designed to produce results that 

could be generalized to other courses. Transferability, rather than generalizability, is 

the issue in qualitative-interpretive research (Guba & Lincoln, 1989). In order to 

assist the reader in determining the extent to which the results of this study are 

transferable to other contexts, the research purpose, the students, the course, the 

research design, and the findings were described in detail and no attempts were made 

to edit the students‟ electronic transcripts. It may be possible to make tentative and 

limited generalizations if the online asynchronous discussion forum contexts resemble 

the one in this study in terms of course design, facilitator‟s role, students‟ 

characteristics, and course content. This current study reflects a number of limitations. 

First, the study had been conducted in a particular setting with secondary 2 (grade 8) 

male students, studying a specific lower secondary science topic. Future research 

should try to replicate the findings involving other student populations (i.e. in a mixed 

or girl‟s school as this current study took place in a boy‟s school), and set up in 

alternative instructional settings or knowledge domains. There exists a need for 

replication studies that focus on the validation of the content analysis instrument used 

in the present study. A new and innovative content analysis instrument was developed 

for this study, based on mapping of the students‟ messages onto a knowledge 

construction map. To the best of our research findings, no alternative analysis scheme 

is currently available to study knowledge construction / mis-construction in an 

asynchronous discussion forum. The complex nature of knowledge construction in 
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asynchronous discussion forum is still being uncovered by researchers. However, 

even though research papers are slowly filling in the enormous gaps that persists in 

our knowledge. The exact mechanism of how students scaffold their learning and how 

interaction patterns can help educators further understand knowledge construction are 

far from being fully elucidated. Lastly, the dynamic nature of using computer 

networking tool in independent learning and in the quest to predict and uncover 

individual and group cognitive ability in asynchronous discussion forum are the 

subject of innumerable debates, which testifies to the vitality of this area of research. 
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Appendix A – Group 1 Original Transcript 

No. Rater 

1 

Rater 

2 

Message 

Tag 

Message 

1 Q Q Q-M Please follow these instructions for this discussion forum: 

1)    Please visit your class "Physics Resource Folder" and 

download the digital  video " Physics experiment video for 

discussion forum" to view a video of the physics experiment. 

2)    The questions to be answered through the discussion forum, 

after viewing the video “2009_physics_video.wmv”, are: 

(a)    Why did the water level inside the heated flask rise when it 

was inverted over the container of water, as shown in the video, at 

time 0 min: 30 sec. 

(b)    What can you conclude from the explosion inside the heated 

flask, at time 1 min: 30 sec of the video? 

3)    Every member in the team are expected to contribute to the 

discussion through searching and presenting their findings in the 

discussion forum. Questioning is an important component of this 

forum and marks will be allocated individually based on the 

rubrics given. Please be informed that you are accountable for 

what you have posted in the discussion forum. If you just cut and 

paste, and you are unable to explain when prompted by the 

teacher, you will lose marks. 

Posted By Chia, Kok Pin on 24/02/2009 12:04 PM 

2 M M 1A Referring to the question about why there was a sudden 
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"explosion", when the flask was tilted, air rushed out, causing the 

"farting" sound. 

When the air rushed out, it left a vacuum, thus explaining the 

violent rush of water into the flask. However immediately 

afterwards, the flask was tilted to it's original position, sealing the 

vacuum, thus explaining the delay. Immediately after the first rush 

of air, the flask was quickly tilted back once more to cover the tip, 

still leaving vacuum, causing the second "explosion". However, as 

there was less vacuum, the "explosion" was smaller as a result. 

Posted By STUDENT 1, on 24/03/2009 11:42 AM 

3 Q Q  To: STUDENT 1, you mentioned that the air rushed out. Is it 

moving from outside to inside of the flask or vice verse? 

Posted By Chia, Kok Pin on 24/03/2009 10:00 PM 

4 M M 2A Referring to the question about the explosions in the round bottom 

flask, when the round bottom flask is heated, the air inside the 

flask is heated and rises to the top of the flask. Thus, creating a 

strong vacuum which acts as a suction to suck up the water in the 

trough slowly.  

5 M M 2B However, once the cold water is poured onto the flask the heated 

air instantly cools down and  is trying to escape the flask. Thus, 

when the round bottom flask is lifted slightly, the cooled air 

gushed out of the flask against the water, producing the "farting" 

sound. 

Posted By STUDENT 2 on 25/03/2009 10:26 AM 
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6 L1 L1 3A In my opinion, i think that the when the round bottom flask was 

heated, the air particles in the round bottom flask expanded to a 

high point. when the heating stopped and the flask was inverted 

and put in to room temperature water, the air inside the flask 

started to contract, causing the air inside the flask to be 

compressed.  

7 L2 L2 3B This action causes a lower pressure inside the round bottom flask, 

compared to the higher pressure in the room, thus creating a partial 

vacuum so that the surrounding air would respond to this decrease 

in pressure to even out the higher pressure outside.  

8 L3O1 M 3C This vacuum effect causes a suction which will suck up the dyed 

water. when cold water is poured over the round bottom flask, the 

process of contraction is even faster, hence the dyed water gets 

sucked up faster. Until a certain point when the pressure was not 

high enough to counter the gravitational pull, the water stops 

rising.  

9 L3O1 L302 3D The mini explosion happened when there was a sudden release of 

pressure due to the tilting of the round bottom flask, which makes 

the water in the container gush up the trough of the flask at a high 

speed, also causing a loud sound. 

Posted By STUDENT 3 on 25/03/2009 2:14 PM 

10 M M 1B Air rushed out of the flask, since the flask had transferred the heat 

to the air, it had expanded, and rushed out of the flask at the 

moment it was tilted 
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Posted By STUDENT 1 on 25/03/2009 7:41 PM 

11 L2 L2 4A For question a),  

the water level inside the flask rose because of unequal pressures 

between the flask and the water.  

12 M M 4B As mentioned in the beginning, the flask contained hot water, and 

this made the flask hot. Even when the hot water was poured out, 

the air that filled in became hot also because the heat from the 

flask was transferred to the air inside. Hot air has low pressure. 

That was why the water was able to rise up or push up the air or 

increase its volume in the flask because the air inside the flask has 

lesser pressure than the water and even the air pressure outside the 

flask. This can also be explained using the universal gas laws. The 

temperature of air is inversely proportional to its volume. Since air 

inside the flask has a high temperature, its volume lessened, and 

the water filled up the spaces.  

13 L2 L2 4C For question b), 

When the flask was tilted, air outside the flask was able enter and 

the unequal pressures has made it rush in at a high speed, just like 

a wind current, when there are sudden changes in air pressures. 

14 L3O2 L3O2 4D The explosion inside the flask was caused by the sudden rush of 

air inside the flask 

Posted By STUDENT 4 on 27/03/2009 4:02 PM 

15 Q Q  Hi, Greetings from Singapore. 

You mentioned that "Since air inside the flask has a high 
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temperature, its volume lessened", I understand that if air has a 

higher temperature, its volume should increase and not decrease. 

Could you help us by explaining your statement. Thanks. 

Posted By Chia, Kok Pin on 28/03/2009 10:09 PM 

16 Q Q  Directed to STUDENT 3,  

Referring to your theory, may i ask why the compression of the air 

in the flask cause a lower pressure inside the round bottom flask, 

compared to the higher pressure in the room, thus creating a partial 

vacuum?  

Posted By STUDENT 2 on 02/04/2009 9:26 AM 

17 X X  Directed to STUDENT 3 

Referring to the following sentence, "This vacuum effect causes a 

suction which will suck up the dyed water. when cold water is 

poured over the round bottom flask, the process of contraction is 

even faster" 

It is shown very clearly in the video that there was no cup of water 

after the vacuum was formed, so I feel that your theory is 

misinformed and rather crude. 

18 Q Q  Here is my question: 

I quote, "In my opinion, i think that the when the round bottom 

flask was heated, the air particles in the round bottom flask 

expanded to a high point. when the heating stopped and the flask 

was inverted and put in to room temperature water, the air inside 

the flask started to contract, causing the air inside the flask to be 
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compressed." 

How is it that the air particles contracted so quickly?  

Posted By STUDENT 1 on 02/04/2009 9:29 AM 

19 Q Q Q1 Directed to STUDENT 2, 

refering to your theory, You mentioned that the cold air sinking 

and hot air rising causes the "farting" sound. Are You certain that 

the amount of force produced by the sinking action of the cold air 

is able to overcome the pressure of the water surrounding the flask 

in the container?  

Posted By STUDENT 3 on 02/04/2009 9:36 AM 

20 Q Q Q2 Directed to STUDENT 1, 

referring to your theory, 

" However, as there was less vacuum, the "explosion" was smaller 

as a result. " 

My question is why is there a lesser vacuum?  

Posted By STUDENT 2 on 02/04/2009 9:37 AM 

21 M M 1C In response to STUDENT 2 about his question 

Vacuum is a sucking force, and thus would suck anything it could 

until it was stopped or filled. Because the vacuum had already 

filled some of the space in the first "explosion", there was thus less 

vacuum. 

22 Q Q Q3 Here is my question directed at STUDENT 2 

You mentioned that when the hot air went up, it left a vacuum. 

How is this possible when the flask is filled with air? A vacuum 
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implies that there is nothing there, and yet the flask was filled with 

air. Please explain this  

Posted By STUDENT 1 on 02/04/2009 9:40 AM 

23 M M 2C Replying to STUDENT 3's question, 

I did not mention that the cold air sinking and hot air rising causes 

the "farting" sound. 

I only mentioned that the cold air, "sinking' resisting the pressure 

of the water and overcoming it, causing the "farting sound". 

The amount of pressure created by the cold air is ambiguous but i 

think that some of the air might be able to escape thus, causing the 

"farting sound".  

Posted By STUDENT 2 on 02/04/2009 9:52 AM 

24 M M 2D Replaying to STUDENT 1 question, 

I am sorry if i did not make my theory that clear. 

I actually meant it created a "vacuum" that sucks up the water.  

I did not meant that it is truly a vacuum.  

Posted By STUDENT 2 on 02/04/2009 10:00 AM 
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Appendix B – Group 1 KCMM 
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Observation 2:  Air rushes into the 
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GROUP 1 

Misconception: Trapped air rushed out 
from inverted flask when it was tilted. 
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Appendix D – Group 4 Original Transcript 

No

. 

Rater 

1 

Rater 

2 

Message 

Tag 

Message 

1 Q Q Q-M Please follow these instructions for this discussion forum: 

1)    Please visit your class "Physics Resource Folder" and 

download the digital  video " Physics experiment video for 

discussion forum" to view a video of the physics experiment. 

2)    The questions to be answered through the discussion 

forum, after viewing the video “2009_physics_video.wmv”, 

are: 

(a)    Why did the water level inside the heated flask rise when 

it was inverted over the container of water, as shown in the 

video, at time 0 min: 30 sec. 

(b)    What can you conclude from the explosion inside the 

heated flask, at time 1 min: 30 sec of the video? 

3)    Every member in the team are expected to contribute to the 

discussion through searching and presenting their findings in 

the discussion forum. Questioning is an important component 

of this forum and marks will be allocated individually based on 

the rubrics given. Please be informed that you are accountable 

for what you have posted in the discussion forum. If you just 

cut and paste, and you are unable to explain when prompted by 

the teacher, you will lose marks. 
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Posted By Chia, Kok Pin on 24/02/2009 12:56 PM 

2 L1 L1 14A 2a)First, the flask is heated and it significantly increases the 

temperature of the air in the glass. After it has been heated, it 

was placed inverted in the trough of water and due to the rapid 

decrease in temperature slows the movement of the molecules 

that make up the air inside the glass, 

3 L2 L2 14B creating lower pressure.  

4 L3O1 L3O1 14C The air pressure or also known as atmospheric pressure outside 

of the glass remains the same. This creates an air pressure of 

greater outside air pressure, which results in the water rising in 

the round bottom flask. Additionally, it goes from a higher 

temperature to a lower temperature thus causing water vapor in 

the air to condense, which produces lower air pressure in the 

glass. Thus both result in rising water in the glass. 

5 M M 14D 2b) 

The explosion is due to as air that has been cooled rapidly 

under a constant pressure does so according to Charles's law, a 

specific version of the ideal gas law that holds the quantity of 

gas and the pressure constant. Thus causing an explosion in the 

round bottom flask 

Posted By STUDENT 14 on 30/03/2009 6:55 AM 

6 L1 L1 15A 2a)  

This is due to a combination of factors: 

First, the heating up the glass significantly increases the 
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temperature of the air in the glass.  

 

When the glass is taken away from the flame, the rapid 

decrease in temperature slows the movement of the 

molecules that make up the air inside the glass, 

creating lower pressure. 

7 L2 L2 15B In addition, going from a higher temperature to a lower 

temperature causes water vapor in the air to condense, 

which also produces lower air pressure in the glass. 

8 L3O1 L3O1 15C The air pressure inside of the glass dropped. This creates an 

air pressure differential of greater outside air pressure, 

which results in the water rising in the glass.  

9 M M 15D 2b) 

Air that cools rapidly under a constant pressure does so 

according to Charles's law, a specific version of the ideal 

gas law that holds the quantity of gas and the pressure 

constant. Charles's law holds that the ratio of Volume to 

Temperature is constant. 

Source: Wikipedia  

Posted By STUDENT 15 on 30/03/2009 8:46 AM 

10 Q Q Q17 What is Charles Law 

Posted By STUDENT 14 on 30/03/2009 10:02 AM 

11 L1 L1 15E 2A, STUDENT 14 wrote: 

What is Charles Law 
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In thermodynamics and physical chemistry, Charles's law is a 

gas law and specific instance of the ideal gas law, which states 

that: 

At constant pressure, the volume of a given mass of an ideal 

gas increases or decreases by the same factor as its 

temperature (in Kelvin) increases or decreases. 

Source: Wikipedia  

Posted By STUDENT 15 on 30/03/2009 10:03 AM 

12 Q Q Q18 2A, STUDENT 14 wrote: 

Air that cools rapidly under a constant pressure does so 

according to Charles's law... 

What is the formula of the law? 

Posted By STUDENT 15 on 30/03/2009 10:06 AM 

13 L1 L1 14E 2A, STUDENT 14 wrote: 

Air that cools rapidly under a constant pressure does so 

according to Charles's law... 

Dear matthew this is my reply 

What is the formula of the law? 

The formula for the law is: V/T = k 

where: 

V is the volume of the gas. 

T is the temperature of the gas (measured in Kelvin). 

             k is a constant.                   source:wikipedia 
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Posted By STUDENT 14 on 30/03/2009 10:08 AM 

14 Q Q Q19 Hi STUDENT 14, 

 

The explosion happens after I have tilted the flask. Please 

explain. 

Posted By Chia, Kok Pin on 30/03/2009 9:42 PM 

15 M M 14F Dear Mr Chia, 

 The explosion happened after the flask was tilted was due to 

the sudden change of pressure thus causing the explosion as the 

pressure was different as the pressure formed inside the round 

bottom flask changed drastically with the atmospheric pressure 

Posted By STUDENT 14 on 02/04/2009 9:26 AM 

16 L1 L1 16A Dear Mr Chia, 

 

a) The flask is heated and it increases the temperature of the 

air in the flask. After it has been heated, it was placed inverted 

in the water and due to the rapid decrease in temperature 

slows the movement of the molecules  

17 L2 L2 16B thus they are not as active as usual , creating lower 

pressure. The air pressure outside of the glass remains the same. 

This creates an air pressure of greater outside air pressure,  

18 L3O1 L3O1 16C which results in the water rising in the round bottom flask. 

Additionally, it goes from a higher temperature to a lower 

temperature causing water vapor in the air to condense, which 
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produces lower air pressure in the glass. Thus both result in 

rising water in the glass. 

19 M M 16D b)The explosion occurred as air that has been cooled rapidly 

under a constant pressure , a specific version of the ideal gas 

law that holds the quantity of gas and the pressure constant. 

Thus causing an explosion in the round bottom flask 

Posted By STUDENT 16 on 02/04/2009 9:35 AM 

20 L1 L1 17A When the flask is heated, the air inside the flask temperature 

increases and expand. The flask will cool when removed from 

the heating area and it contract and the temperature decreases.  

21 L2 L2 17B The air pressure in the flask will be lower than the air pressure 

outside the flask.  

22 L3O1 L3O1 17C The great difference between the air pressure inside and outside 

the flask causes the water to rush into the flask as it cools from 

the container. As the flask cools slowly, the water will rise in 

the flask more slowly.When the flask is tilted, the sudden 

change in air pressure in the flask causes the explosion. 

Posted By STUDENT 17 on 05/04/2009 4:32 PM 

23 Q Q  To STUDENT 14: 

'Charles's law holds that the ratio of Volume to Temperature is 

constant.' 

Does the ratio of volume means the volume of the gas? 

Posted By STUDENT 17 on 05/04/2009 4:47 PM 

24 Q Q  To STUDENT 14: 
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So the Charles' law have two functions? 1.holds the quantity of 

gas and the pressure constant? 2.holds that the ratio of Volume 

to Temperature is constant? 

Posted By STUDENT 17 on 05/04/2009 4:56 PM 
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Appendix E – Group 4 KCMM 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Level 1: Water vapour 

inside inverted flask 

cools and condenses or 

air inside inverted flask 

cools and contracts 

Level 2: Air pressure inside flask is 

lower than atmospheric pressure 

Level 3: Atmospheric pressure pushes 

on water surface outside flask 

Observation 1: Water 

level inside flask rises 

Observation 2:  Air rushes into the 

flask (explosion) when flask is tilted 

 

Q1

8 

  Q-M  

Q1

9 

 

Q17 

GROUP 4 

Misconception: The air trapped in inverted 
flask maintained a constant pressure. 

Misconception: Air pressure inside 
inverted flask changed with 

atmospheric pressure. 

14F 14D 

15D 

16D 

14A 15A 14E 15E 16A 17A 

14B 15B 16B 17B 

14C 15C 

16C 

17C 
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Appendix G – Group 7 Original Transcript 

No

. 

Rater 

1 

Rater 

2 

Message 

Tag 

Message 

1 Q Q Q-M Please follow these instructions for this discussion forum: 

1)    Please visit your class "Physics Resource Folder" and 

download the digital  video " Physics experiment video for 

discussion forum" to view a video of the physics experiment. 

2)    The questions to be answered through the discussion 

forum, after viewing the video “2009_physics_video.wmv”, 

are: 

(a)    Why did the water level inside the heated flask rise when 

it was inverted over the container of water, as shown in the 

video, at time 0 min: 30 sec. 

(b)    What can you conclude from the explosion inside the 

heated flask, at time 1 min: 30 sec of the video? 

3)    Every member in the team are expected to contribute to the 

discussion through searching and presenting their findings in 

the discussion forum. Questioning is an important component 

of this forum and marks will be allocated individually based on 

the rubrics given. Please be informed that you are accountable 

for what you have posted in the discussion forum. If you just 

cut and paste, and you are unable to explain when prompted by 

the teacher, you will lose marks. 
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Posted By Chia, Kok Pin on 24/02/2009 1:20 PM 

2 M M 27A (a)      Why did the water level inside the heated flask rise when 

it was inverted over the container of water, as shown in the 

video, at time 0 min: 30 sec. 

a) Since the flask was heated before the experiment, the air 

inside the flask is hot. Hot air rises. When it is inverted over the 

container of water, the water level rises. The hot air which rises 

in the flask will then “suck” the water up the flask,  

3 M M 27B because the pressure of air inside the flask is higher than the 

surrounding air. Thus, the water level inside the heated flask 

rises when it was inverted over the container of water. 

(b)      What can you conclude from the explosion inside the 

heated flask, at time 1 min: 30 sec of the video? 

b) When the hot air inside the flask mixes with the surrounding 

air, the surrounding air will gush into the flask as the pressure 

of air is higher in the flask than the surrounding air. As water 

occupies space (in the flask), the air that gushes into the flask 

will cause the water to explode (2-3 seconds) in the flask. And 

the air pressure inside the flask will return to normal. 

4 Q Q  My Questions: 

1. What is the approximate temperature of the water at the start 

of the experiment?  

5 Q Q  2. What is the mixture of water in the container that made the 

water purple?  
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6 Q Q  3. Why did Mr Chia make the mixture of the water purple in 

colour? To: STUDENT 30 

7 Q Q Q24 4. Why did Mr Chia pour cold tap water over the flask? To: 

STUDENT 30 

8 Q Q  5. Will the rise of water in the flask slow down when cold tap 

water is poured over the flask? To: STUDENT 29 

9 Q Q  6. How long (approximately) did it take for the water to rise up 

to the top of the neck of the flask? To: STUDENT 29 

10 Q Q  7. How to increase the speed of the rising of the water? (Put 

cold of hot water in the container of water) To: Guo Ze Chuan 

PS Thanks Mr Chia for correcting my mistake. 

(EDITED POST) 

Posted By STUDENT 27 on 25/03/2009 1:41 PM 

11 L3O2 Q  To STUDENT 27, 

The heated flask is already cooling down when inverted over 

the container. For the water level to rise, something must be 

pushing on the water surface. 

Look at the video again during the explosion, the air is moving 

into the flask, not out of the flask. 

Please review your answer and post more questions. 

Posted By Chia, Kok Pin on 25/03/2009 3:15 PM 

12 M M 28A (a)    Why did the water level inside the heated flask rise when 

it was inverted over the container of water, as shown in the 

video, at time 0 min: 30 sec. 
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Answer: The water level rises when it was inverted over the the 

container of water is because as mentioned in the video, the 

flask is hot and since it is hot, the air inside the flask is also hot. 

When it is inverted over the container of water, the hot air that 

is in the flask will pull the water up the flask as the hot air exert 

force. So, as the hot air pulls the water up, the water level will 

therefore rise inside the heated flask. 

( (EDITED) 

Posted By STUDENT 28 on 30/03/2009 7:25 PM 

13 M M 28B b)    What can you conclude from the explosion inside the 

heated flask, at time 1 min: 30 sec of the video? 

Answer: I can conclude that the hot air exert press ure on the 

water since air has weight. When the flask is covered by the 

cloth, some surrunding air went into the flask. Hot air in the 

flask cannot go out of the flask and surrounding air cannot go in 

also as the flask is covered. At this time, the water in the 

container continues to go in to the flask, causing water level in 

the flask to rise higher. As air has weight and occupies space, it 

will not allow water to rise any higher after a few seconds, so it 

will explode 

14    Questions: 

To STUDENT 28: What will hapen if the container is filled 

with extreme hot water? 

15 X X  7. How to increase the speed of the rising of the water? (Put 
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cold of hot water in the container of water) To: Guo Ze Chuan 

To STUDENT 27's question: We should put cold water in the 

container of water to increase the spped of the water. 

Posted By STUDENT 28 on 30/03/2009 8:26 PM 

16 X X  7. How to increase the speed of the rising of the water? (Put 

cold of hot water in the container of water) To: Guo Ze Chuan 

To STUDENT 27's question: We should put cold water in the 

container of water to increase the spped of the water. 

Posted By STUDENT 28 on 30/03/2009 8:28 PM 

17 X X  To STUDENT 28: You have asked the same question as what I 

asked. Mr Chia asked you to re-post another question for me to 

answer.  

Thanks in advance.  

Posted By STUDENT 27 on 01/04/2009 11:14 AM 

18 X X  To Mr Chia: May I know what is the name of this experiment?  

Posted By  STUDENT 27 on 01/04/2009 11:20 AM 

19 X X  No exact name but you can search for info from Google about 

it. 

Posted By Chia, Kok Pin on 01/04/2009 11:22 AM 

20 M M 29A I think this is related to pressure. The vaccum in the flask that 

was created in the flask slowly sucked up the water 

when there was cold water poured, it sped up the process  

Answer to STUDENT 27‟S question 

The time is not very accurate as there was two parts. One had 
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cold water pourn over which then sped up the process. So this 

is therefore not accurate.  

Posted By STUDENT 29 on 01/04/2009 11:25 AM 

21 M M 30A (a)       Why did the water level inside the heated flask rise 

when it was inverted over the container of water, as shown in 

the video, at time 0 min: 30 s      

The water rose as the flask expanded after being heated and 

there was space for water to go in and air to escape. 

22 M M 30B (b)      What can you conclude from the explosion inside the 

heated flask, at time 1 min: 30 sec of the video? 

There was an explosion as the air rushed out of the flask and 

forced water to rush in. 

Posted By STUDENT 30 on 01/04/2009 11:39 AM 

23 X X  3. Why did Mr Chia make the mixture of the water purple in 

colour? To: STUDENT 27   

He did that so that we can see the tap water without straining 

our eyes. 

24 L1 X 30C 4. Why did Mr Chia pour cold tap water over the flask? To: 

Clarence 

Koh (EDMUND) 

He poured, as he wanted to make the water in the flask to rise 

faster. 

Posted By STUDENT 30 on 01/04/2009 11:40 AM 

25 Q Q  Why is it needed to heat up the flask? 
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What are all the apparatus he used? 

Posted By STUDENT 30 on 01/04/2009 11:41 AM 

26 Q Q Q25 Why did the water rise so fast? 

Where did the air in the flask go when the flask was inverted? 

Posted By  STUDENT 30 on 01/04/2009 11:42 AM 

27 X X  He used a round bottom flask as it can withstand high 

temperatures. It is made out of special glass. 

Posted By STUDENT 29 on 01/04/2009 11:42 AM 

28 Q Q  Why did he use tap water? 

Why did he use a flask? 

Posted By STUDENT 30 on 01/04/2009 11:42 AM 

29 Q Q  Why the flask did not crack after the explosion? 

What does this experiment show? 

Posted By STUDENT 30 on 01/04/2009 11:43 AM 

30 L2 M 27C Why did the water rise so fast? 

When cold water is poured over the heated flask, the heated 

flask will cool down, and the air pressure inside the flask will 

be higher, thus the water rise faster. 

31 Q Q  Where did the air in the flask go when the flask was inverted? 

The air in the flask will still be in the flask. 

To STUDENT 30: Did the surrounding air gushes into the flask 

during the explosion?  

Posted By STUDENT 27 on 01/04/2009 11:45 AM 

32 X X  As i had explained in my earlier post i had stated that the glass 
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is made of special components. This can withstand high 

temperature. 

I think that this is a  low pressure  experiment 

 Q Q  To STUDENT 30, 

Can you explain what is a low pressure experiment? 

Posted By STUDENT 29 on 01/04/2009 11:47 AM 

33 M X  The water would still rise as the maximum temperature for 

water is 100 degrees celsius and the temperature of a flask can 

go higher than that 

34 Q Q  To STUDENT 28, 

Why did the explosion occur?  

Posted By STUDENT 30 on 01/04/2009 11:48 AM 

35 X X  Pressure experiments are  performed at pressures lower or 

higher than  pressure, called low-pressure experiments and 

high-pressure experiments, respectively. 

36 Q Q  To STUDENT 29 

What is pressure??  

Posted By STUDENT 30 on 01/04/2009 11:50 AM 

37 Q Q Q26 Did the surrounding air gushes into the flask during tilting? 

38 M M 28C Yes it did, but for only 2 seconds and the air come out. 

When the flask was tilted, air went in a little but after the 

explosion, the air came out. 

39 Q Q  To STUDENT 27 

Why is it pressure instead of expansion affecting the 
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experiment?  

Posted By STUDENT 30 on 01/04/2009 11:55 AM 

40 Q Q Q27 To STUDENT 29: 

How did pressure allows the rising of the water? 

Posted By STUDENT 27 on 01/04/2009 11:59 AM 

41 M M 29B It creates a suction, vacuum. this sucks the water 

Posted By STUDENT 29 on 01/04/2009 12:08 PM 

42 X X  To STUDENT 27, 

Why is it pressure instead of expansion affecting the 

experiment?  

Thermal expansion is the tendency of matter to change in 

volume in response to a change in temperature. When a 

substance is heated, its constituent particles move around more 

vigorously and by doing so generally maintain a greater 

average separation. Materials that contract with an increase in 

temperature are very uncommon; this effect is limited in size, 

and only occurs within limited temperature ranges. The degree 

of expansion divided by the change in temperature is called the 

material's coefficient of thermal expansion and generally varies 

with temperature. 

Air pressure is sometimes defined as the force per unit area 

exerted against a surface by the weight of air above that surface 

at any given point in the Earth's atmosphere. In most 

circumstances atmospheric pressure is closely approximated by 
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the hydrostatic pressure caused by the weight of air above the 

measurement point. Low pressure areas have less atmospheric 

mass above their location, whereas high pressure areas have 

more atmospheric mass above their location. Similarly, as 

elevation increases there is less overlying atmospheric mass, so 

that pressure decreases with increasing elevation. A column of 

air one square inch in cross-section, measured from sea level to 

the top of the atmosphere, would weigh approximately 14.7 lbf. 

The weight of a 1 m2 (11 sq ft) column of air would be about 

101 kilonewtons (equivalent to a mass of 10.2 tonnes at the 

surface). 

(Source: Wikipedia) 

This should answer your question !   

Posted By STUDENT 27 on 01/04/2009 12:09 PM 

43 Q Q  To STUDENT 29:  

Is the air pressure low or high when water rises up the neck of 

the flask? Explain. 

Posted By STUDENT 27 on 01/04/2009 3:29 PM 

44 Q Q  How to make a bigger explosion ? Explain? (Using the same 

experiment) 

Posted By STUDENT 27 on 04/04/2009 11:28 AM 

45 X X  To STUDENT 28's question: 

As the flask is already hot, even when the water inside explode, 

the flask will not crack as it can withstand high temperature. 
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Posted By STUDENT 28 on 05/04/2009 10:09 PM 

46 Q Q  why did the explosion occur? 

I already explained in my second question for the experiment. 

Posted By STUDENT 28 on 05/04/2009 10:16 PM 

47 Q Q  Question to STUDENT 29: 

To Galvin Koh: If the flask is cold and not hot(at first), what 

will the final result be? Is there any changes? 

Posted By STUDENT 28 on 05/04/2009 10:20 PM 

48 Q Q  Questions to STUDENT 27: 

1.Why did Mr. Chia use a round-bottom flask in this 

experiment? 

2.Will there be a bigger or smaller explosion(or no explosion) if 

the flask is covered by the cloth when the flask is fully filled 

with water instead of half-filled that is in the experiment? 

Posted By STUDENT 28 on 05/04/2009 10:23 PM 

49 Q Q  1. Why is the round-bottom flask heated before the experiment? 

2. What made the water moves up the flask? 

Posted By STUDENT 28 on 05/04/2009 10:28 PM 
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Level 1: Water vapour 

inside inverted flask 

cools and condenses or 

air inside inverted flask 

cools and contracts 

Level 2: Air pressure inside flask is 

lower than atmospheric pressure 

Level 3: Atmospheric pressure pushes 

on water surface outside flask 

Observation 1: Water 

level inside flask rises 

Observation 2:  Air rushes into the 

flask (explosion) when flask is tilted 

GROUP 7 

Misconception: Vacuum / low air 
pressure in inverted flask sucked 

up the water. 

Misconception: The air 
pressure inside 

inverted flask was 
greater than 

atmospheric pressure. 

 

Misconception: Hot air 
in the flask exerted a 
force and “pulled” up 
the water level in the 

flask. 

Misconception: The 
inverted flask 

expanded after 
heated and there 
was space for the 

water to rise. 

Misconception: Trapped air 
rushed out from inverted 
flask when it was tilted. 
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